E: APR 9
1. Clean room for Peace Corps train to Hunt
2. Sitl with Boissonnet for Clandestine Top (WWR) to Europe
3. 6:00 PM: Dr. Foss - back; midw knob next
4. Talk to Henry about N. U.R.: Note: -
5. Leave meeting, see Dr. Fuss and/or position
6. Call about reden node 170 (R. 206)
7. 9:00 PM: Dinner for Peace Corps train to Europe
8. Talk to Henry (R. 206) about ..
9. Call to Henry about Clandestine Top (WWR)
10. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
11. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
12. Call to Dr. Fuss about..
13. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
14. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
15. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
16. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
17. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
18. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
19. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
20. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
21. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
22. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
23. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
24. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
25. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
26. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
27. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
28. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
29. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
30. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
31. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
32. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
33. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
34. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
35. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
36. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
37. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
38. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
39. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
40. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
41. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
42. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
43. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
44. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
45. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
46. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
47. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
48. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
49. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
50. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
51. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
52. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
53. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
54. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
55. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
56. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
57. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
58. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
59. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
60. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
61. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
62. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
63. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
64. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
65. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
66. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
67. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
68. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
69. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
70. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
71. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
72. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
73. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
74. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
75. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
76. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
77. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
78. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
79. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
80. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
81. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
82. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
83. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
84. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
85. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
86. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
87. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
88. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
89. Call to Dr. Foss (R. 206) about ..
90. Call to Dr. Fuss about ..
5. D.2.1 B.2.1
6. D.2.1 B.2.1
7. D.2.1 B.2.1
8. D.2.1 B.2.1
9. D.2.1 B.2.1
10. D.2.1 B.2.1

5. D.2.1 B.2.1
6. D.2.1 B.2.1
7. D.2.1 B.2.1
8. D.2.1 B.2.1
9. D.2.1 B.2.1
10. D.2.1 B.2.1
25 APR 71

Week 75

1. No meeting last week due to training in P.E.; that is finished.
2. Cross country.
3. Team forms: 6th grade vs 7th grade, 8th grade vs 9th grade
4. 8th grade vs 7th grade; 8th grade vs 9th grade
5. Practice in ESB for next time with the 8th grade.
6. Call the 8th grade about the 9th grade.
7. Call the 8th grade about the 8th grade.
8. Practice in ESB for next time with the 7th grade.
9. Practice in ESB for next time with the 6th grade.

26 APR 71

3rd week

1. Call the 8th grade about the 9th grade.
2. Talk to John about the 8th grade.
3. Current events:
   - Mr. Fox, 075-37-132 (6th grade)
   - Helping the 9th grade with the 7th grade and current events
   - Training in ESB gradually and slowly building up to
   - 10th grade - 9th grade - 8th grade - 7th grade - 6th grade
     - 9th grade - 8th grade - 7th grade - 6th grade
3. Practice in ESB for next time with the 8th grade.
4. Practice in ESB for next time with the 7th grade.
5. Practice in ESB for next time with the 6th grade.
6. Practice in ESB for next time with the 5th grade.
7. Practice in ESB for next time with the 4th grade.
8. Practice in ESB for next time with the 3rd grade.
9. Practice in ESB for next time with the 2nd grade.
10. Practice in ESB for next time with the 1st grade.

27 APR 71

4th week

1. Call the 8th grade about the 9th grade.
2. Talk to John about the 8th grade.
3. Current events:
   - Mr. Fox, 075-37-132 (6th grade)
   - Helping the 9th grade with the 7th grade and current events
   - Training in ESB gradually and slowly building up to
   - 10th grade - 9th grade - 8th grade - 7th grade - 6th grade
     - 9th grade - 8th grade - 7th grade - 6th grade
3. Practice in ESB for next time with the 8th grade.
4. Practice in ESB for next time with the 7th grade.
5. Practice in ESB for next time with the 6th grade.
6. Practice in ESB for next time with the 5th grade.
7. Practice in ESB for next time with the 4th grade.
8. Practice in ESB for next time with the 3rd grade.
9. Practice in ESB for next time with the 2nd grade.
10. Practice in ESB for next time with the 1st grade.
25 April 1942

- I met Mr. King at dinner yesterday evening.
- Rated him as a very capable person.
- Worked on the morning of the 23rd.
- Met Dr. L. B. and Mrs. L. B. at their home.
- Called on Mr. King at his office.

- Met Mr. King at dinner yesterday evening.
- Rated him as a very capable person.
- Worked on the morning of the 23rd.
- Met Dr. L. B. and Mrs. L. B. at their home.
- Called on Mr. King at his office.

- Met Mr. King at dinner yesterday evening.
- Rated him as a very capable person.
- Worked on the morning of the 23rd.
- Met Dr. L. B. and Mrs. L. B. at their home.
- Called on Mr. King at his office.

- Met Mr. King at dinner yesterday evening.
- Rated him as a very capable person.
- Worked on the morning of the 23rd.
- Met Dr. L. B. and Mrs. L. B. at their home.
- Called on Mr. King at his office.

- Met Mr. King at dinner yesterday evening.
- Rated him as a very capable person.
- Worked on the morning of the 23rd.
- Met Dr. L. B. and Mrs. L. B. at their home.
- Called on Mr. King at his office.

- Met Mr. King at dinner yesterday evening.
- Rated him as a very capable person.
- Worked on the morning of the 23rd.
- Met Dr. L. B. and Mrs. L. B. at their home.
- Called on Mr. King at his office.
30 APR 71
1. Read 1 cool.
   - Contact #1: 30-0-04510
   - Contact #2: 30-0-03812
   - Contact #3: 30-0-07410
3. Cpl John
4. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
5. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
6. Cpl John
7. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
8. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
9. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
10. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
11. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
12. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
13. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
14. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
15. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
16. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
17. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
18. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
19. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
20. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
21. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
22. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
23. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
24. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
25. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
26. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
27. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
28. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
29. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.
30. Set up cameras on the floor for the next day.

01 MAY 71
1. Contact
2. Contact
3. Contact
4. Contact
5. Contact
6. Contact
7. Contact
8. Contact
9. Contact
10. Contact
11. Contact
12. Contact
13. Contact
14. Contact
15. Contact
16. Contact
17. Contact
18. Contact
19. Contact
20. Contact
21. Contact
22. Contact
23. Contact
24. Contact
25. Contact
26. Contact
27. Contact
28. Contact
29. Contact
30. Contact

13 MAY 71
1. Contact
2. Contact
3. Contact
4. Contact
5. Contact
6. Contact
7. Contact
8. Contact
9. Contact
10. Contact
11. Contact
12. Contact
13. Contact
14. Contact
15. Contact
16. Contact
17. Contact
18. Contact
19. Contact
20. Contact
21. Contact
22. Contact
23. Contact
24. Contact
25. Contact
26. Contact
27. Contact
28. Contact
29. Contact
30. Contact
1. Black Friday - shop, sell, buy.

2. Black cat - an animal.

3. Blackboard - a board for writing.

4. Blackout - a period of darkness.

5. Blackmail - extortion.


7. Black hole - a region in space.

8. Black feather - a type of bird.


15. Blackboard - a board for writing.

16. Blackboard - a board for writing.

17. Blackboard - a board for writing.

18. Blackboard - a board for writing.


20. Blackboard - a board for writing.
14 MAY 91

1. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
2. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
3. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
4. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
5. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
6. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
7. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
8. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
9. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
10. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.

20 MAY 91

1. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
2. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
3. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
4. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
5. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
6. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
7. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
8. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
9. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
10. That the war will get worse that our position isn't too good.
21 May 20

[Handwritten text not legible]
5. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

6. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

7. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

8. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

9. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

10. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

11. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

12. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

13. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

14. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

15. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

16. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

17. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

18. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

19. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

20. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

21. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

22. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

23. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

24. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

25. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

26. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

27. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

28. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

29. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)

30. Finish reading "The Alchemist" by Paul Coelho. (10/23)
31 Mar 71
1. Started to Calgary MTM on (Leeds to North Park)
2. Arrived 4/10
3. Next MTM on 4/17, back on Rouse Net
- 1st call: It is 3 to Rouse JRF (from 7J), back to
- 2nd call: JRF, Back to
- 3rd call: JRF, Back to
- 4th call: JRF, Back to
- 5th call: JRF, Back to
- 6th call: JRF, Back to

03 Jun 71
1. Delays due to
2. Work on the RPS (Big Oil Melts)
3. Drilling of RPS at B.C. (Canada), hard and slow
4. RPS is finally connected and complete
5. RPS is finally connected and complete
6. RPS is finally connected and complete
7. Work on the RPS complete
8. Pumps in place, now on offshore and gnisers
- RPS NV passers

07 Jul 71
1. Background discussion: support for proposal to
- Send Refuge for the Q/M admin and Q/M
2. Hear and read all mail
3. And another mail
4. Mail and read all mail for off site
5. Mail and read all mail for off site
6. Mail and read all mail for off site
7. Mail and read all mail for off site

12 Jul 71
1. RPS is released, give it back to
2. RPS is released, give it back to
3. RPS is released, give it back to
4. RPS is released, give it back to
5. RPS is released, give it back to
6. RPS is released, give it back to
7. RPS is released, give it back to
X ME: have to stick with MR & finding

--- to embark on new tradition to

C: B: says to discuss the MR

--- only: not enough time to review just addressing real values

C: Drug: not to forget other than cases up:

--- P. Harris: SC scope and --- keep places for TH

- Drug action becoming more eased (through decision)

--- to explain the scope

- Drug: chapter of products

- AV: dilation: AVRA doesn’t get equal to WR

- AV: should publish first thing a (thousand) putting

--- (to get round agreement)

--- bill of dilation. I should have a lot of worries coming from

--- C.A.T.: dilation?

- AV: Ravison (Baker) (Gage)

--- defäintion of AVRA: what is central to the mobile

--- defäintion of: arid areas of the dilating

--- before and after what would ever in case of lack of proper

--- David Chubb: Try, be my, blood, blood

--- current lag, no questions/10); reputation, lagage

--- [illegible text]

--- [illegible text]

--- [illegible text]

--- [illegible text]
10 JUN 91
1. change 5 lts. (of ACE 1 standard) scattered to lead toobjs. ?
2. Mary: Request to time RRS Co. by phone, late.
3. To further discuss, request phone call.
4. To further discuss, request phone call.
5. To further discuss, request phone call.
6. To further discuss, request phone call.
7. Do not want.
8. Send grandmaster.
11. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
12. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
13. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
15. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
17. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
18. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
19. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
20. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
22. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
23. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
24. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
25. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
27. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
28. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
29. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
30. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
31. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
32. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
33. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
34. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
35. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
36. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
37. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
38. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
40. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
41. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
42. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
43. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
44. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
45. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
46. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
47. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
48. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
49. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
50. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
51. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
52. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
53. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
54. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
55. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
56. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
57. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
58. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
59. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
60. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
61. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
62. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
63. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
64. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
65. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
66. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
67. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
68. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
69. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
70. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
71. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
72. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
73. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
74. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
75. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
76. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
77. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
78. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
79. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
80. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
81. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
82. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
83. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
84. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
85. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
86. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
87. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
88. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
89. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
90. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
91. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
92. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
93. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
94. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
95. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
96. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
97. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
98. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
99. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
100. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
101. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
102. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
103. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
104. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
105. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
106. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
107. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
108. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
109. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
110. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
111. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
112. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
113. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
114. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
115. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
116. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
117. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
118. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
119. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
120. Call DMOL/ DOL for patient.
1. Pay for Krista Robinson, the last two sets of data, in ME (5) and MN (5), for all Natural Schools only.
2. Eat lunch, call Krista, info.
3. Talk to the kids about what.
4. Talk to them more.
5. B. W. B. W. (Krista's health) - Give X5, stay on 00, continue.
6. B. W. B. W.

18 Jun 91
1. Dr. Godley (216-226-8640): left message.
4. Sam, the kids. I need to be for end, but no lugs.
5. Copy and for.
6. G. O. L. C. (Krista's health)

5. GLNW, TWG
A. GRECH University of California
B. BAF

1. Check with identity with BAF (Florida).
2. Wednesday BAF meeting.
3. Talk to them about what.
4. Talk to them more.
5. Talk to them about what.

17 Jun 91
1. Pay for Krista Robinson, the last two sets of data, in ME (5) and MN (5), for all Natural Schools only.
2. Talk to lunch, call Krista, info.
3. Talk to the kids about what.
4. Talk to them more.
5. B. W. B. W. (Krista's health) - Give X5, stay on 00, continue.
6. B. W. B. W. (Krista's health)
Page 1

1. 19 Jun
2. CNRTE Turf
3. 91 (logistic model) = WLA
4. Analysis
5. 1.8
6. 2.3
7. 0.5
8. 3.8

Page 2

4.6.2. - Cell call to Appley (A+)
- HI. Review of WNB or WNR, as
- appropriate (check section), appropriate
- NA may be < 1.0 (check section)

5. 5.2. - Cell call to Appley (A+?)
- HI. Review of WNB or WNR, as
- appropriate (check section), appropriate
- NA may be < 1.0 (check section)

6. 4.6. (marked)

8. A
9. 425
10. 405
21 JUN 91
1. call about 20-28 JUN 91, workshop in Chicago (W-6 G-64)
2. call from N. to Louisville, KY; gave her a call
3. fwd TSU (Attention, Chap. 1)
4. call Peter A. to thank for help
5. call Mark Fahey: let you know to call; R.S. to talk?
6. call about USFWS position; should be calling about interview - give more info
7. returned call to Frank E. (201-5755) in N. to say..."no more info"
8. P.M. to say: "R.S. message (see, more info)"
9. DEF 219 database
10. asked to call you regarding maintenance
11. sent to Dr. McFarland, 901 W. 11th Ave., Austin, TX 78701, please send standards for R.S. station

24 JUN 91
2. R.S. to Dr. McFarland
3. sent info on new station standards for W-6 G-64
4. R.S. to say: we are looking at standards that have changed
5. R.S. to say: "R.S. will call you" about new standards
6. called about new standards
7. gave you a call next week
26 June 91
1. Met with Dr. Gray on June 24, discussed RH growth
2. TRW meeting

27 June 91
1. Write to Gray on June 24th (Attn: Max, Benford)
2. Send reports, more expected from U.S. in 1st half of July
3. Send rat & P4 papers
4. Complete RH plan & draft RH plan
5. GW meeting
- events in draft RH plan
- draft done
- TQM project
- program proposal
- USFS proposal from R&F

25 June 91
1. TRW meeting on 6.20 (Attn: Max, Benford)
2. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes
3. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes
4. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes

24 June 91
1. TRW meeting on 6.20 (Attn: Max, Benford)
2. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes
3. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes
4. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes

23 June 91
1. TRW meeting on 6.20 (Attn: Max, Benford)
2. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes
3. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes
4. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes

22 June 91
1. TRW meeting on 6.20 (Attn: Max, Benford)
2. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes
3. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes
4. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes

21 June 91
1. TRW meeting on 6.20 (Attn: Max, Benford)
2. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes
3. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes
4. More to be discussed on 6.20 changes
HR bullet line: reduce

8. "Out of the Matrix: if not what HR will be about CMA" - Our call meeting: first meeting on the 20th at CMA. Discussing letters to the editor, most important by rollout, first notice that may be in OSA. In temporary support - urgent, what we can organise.

9. Call to Bob, call to Bob before OSA meeting - can force this to specific. Any willing to present, will talk to Bob. Honest.

10. News of support for Bob's - should we be aware? What will we do? Need to show support.

11. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

12. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

13. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

14. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

15. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

16. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

17. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

18. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

19. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

20. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

21. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

22. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

23. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

24. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

25. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

26. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

27. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

28. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

29. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

30. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

31. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

32. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

33. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

34. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

35. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

36. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

37. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

38. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

39. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

40. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

41. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

42. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

43. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

44. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

45. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

46. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

47. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

48. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

49. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

50. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

51. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

52. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

53. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

54. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

55. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

56. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

57. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

58. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

59. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

60. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

61. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

62. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

63. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

64. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

65. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

66. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

67. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

68. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

69. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

70. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

71. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

72. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

73. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

74. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

75. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

76. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

77. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

78. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

79. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

80. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

81. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

82. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

83. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

84. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

85. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

86. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

87. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

88. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

89. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.

90. News of support for Bob - what will we do? Need to show support.
15 Jul 91

1. clean mail
2. Mark Clayton - questions about a tent reservation in Canada, RHF
3. Call to arrange about this same
   - request not receive any tent. Those sent
   - will be packed
   - OEM must confirm
   - WET permit & satisfactory replacement
   - You may want to delay some of our orders (Canadian, British)?
   - to see an order for US orders
   - 17th order Carroll Cleveland (216-522-316)
   - Claire Thompson - Cramer drove called back today
   - (only points for OEM does not expect delay in arrival to prior to actually. He will
   - have to post. Lake Erie. E.U. students available)
4. Charlie Carr "I don't follow"
5. Chris Langsman: left message (not until Wednesday)
6. Bonnie Burns (575-325): left message
8. Dennis Kettle: some 200x102000000. Dale Griffin
9. Roy Smith (397-771): left message (offered all)
11. Ray to bring a free meal on Monday
12. Ray (308-217-7750) for full (309-218-7399)
15 JUL 91
1. Talk to Tony about RV w/ Rosie for 7/20 w/ P.
2. Find out about RV w/ Rosie for Nick Allbright (RV #377-6541); call Last night; go tomorrow; talk to him.
3. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
4. Call for Tony & Jen to be picked up to join you.
5. Call from Tony before leaving.
6. Call.
7. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
8. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
9. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
10. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
11. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
12. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.

17 JUL 91
1. 3rd: Grant highlights: OH P; 3/27, en route to GR.
2. 4th: Grant's mother (6/1/01); call.
   - Call.
   - Talk about possible things.
   - Leave in 1st week.
   - Leave for 1st week.
   - Leave for 1st week.
3. Leave.
4. Call.
5. Call.
6. Call.
7. Call.
8. Call.
9. Call.
10. Call.

17 JUL 91
1. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
2. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
3. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
4. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
5. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
6. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
7. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
8. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
9. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
10. Talk to Rosie about dinner tonight.
22 Feb 91 SICK Week 88

1. Case ship to Europe in dry cargo
2. Close mail
3. Complete paperwork
4. Mail via air, call Chuck, discuss information
5. Info on employees
6. Leave for Europe from 7:00 AM

- Feb 24 aboard as major on Johns Island (ama)
- Bursar
- Bursar account info
- Leave for Europe
- Move on the John Will, Wm. T.
- Dan Bradley
- Outbid: putting your dream right away
- Operation: 6th, 7th: court of appeals
- Leave now to Boston, must be ready by 12:00 AM
- Get your permit to travel now
- Leave during the case of the court of appeals to Dan Bradley
- Leave on a train, good luck
- Michael, O.S. Bradley, teacher assistant
- May marked a lot of good

(312) 503-0739

23 Feb 91

Lu ARMSTEAD, Sr.

[Handwritten notes with various entries and scribbles]
25 JUL 71

1. Open the data sheets on the PLM database. 
2. Discuss daily.
3. RE: Activity, some (O'H): Deli sector - some things put in his mouth by man; must be very careful in certain areas.
4. Remedial training of data entry. 
5. Determined whether to put CDAC/STL data entry staff through the process of training.
6. Work on SPED data.
7. Talk to hearing about activity, some.
8. Send draft of weekly data, 1000 neat (unavailable at lunch)
9. Send draft of draft, 1000 neat. 
10. Add: Wishing - 12th. Start: WED unloading only in THF.
11. Add: WED, including THF; still to finish.
12. Jeff Framo: The Volga wanted that we must probably see what he wants; how justify? I said: propose another? The comment on the possibility, will not change.
13. Copy SPECIES to check.

25 JUL 71

1. Open the data sheets on the PLM database.
2. Discuss daily.
3. RE: Activity, some (O'H): Deli sector - some things put in his mouth by man; must be very careful in certain areas.
4. Remedial training of data entry. 
5. Determined whether to put CDAC/STL data entry staff through the process of training.
6. Work on SPED data.
7. Talk to hearing about activity, some.
8. Send draft of weekly data, 1000 neat (unavailable at lunch)
9. Send draft of draft, 1000 neat. 
10. Add: Wishing - 12th. Start: WED unloading only in THF.
11. Add: WED, including THF; still to finish.
12. Jeff Framo: The Volga wanted that we must probably see what he wants; how justify? I said: propose another? The comment on the possibility, will not change.
13. Copy SPECIES to check.
23 JUL 71
1. Phone 10-15 AT: check "Fred & Harry always buried at
in lawn. They must be called"
2. Interview Ed Gillis re: Avon
3. 1235: call in interview: Harry: received
4. Write solicitor re: charge at N7X 31 since, state, etc.
5. Planned
6. Email received
7. AQUATPL season
8. Look up 30(?) way for fun: will be prepared
9. Open correspondence: 29th Nov
10. Money to Jimmy: stock of SFH
11. Chicago airport acts: was completely read of my xyn
12. Lead ED
13. Call for work on 750 hearty in Oct
14. Will all lack of support get a read
30 JUL 71
1. AQUATPL season
2. Retail store visit
2. TV
4. Call in interview: W
to Rosa. Talk about 4 months, then in
5. Get some more: 4 months: whatever
20 SEP 71
1. Interview: Ed Gillis: Please be out of town: available by
2. AQUATPL season
3. TV
4. TV
5. Interview: Ed Gillis: on behalf of Avon & Enron, since few; graduated April
6. Mail from Tuffy: interview
31 AUG 71
1. Violet: express: I received notes of $121.00 payroll
deduction from payroll 23 X 24 for DON PL 0051
2. Beaux: should be called: (6977) will look into it. Talk
3. Bath: will be responsible for payroll deduction
4. Morning: work 29-30 until Bernadette
5. AQUATPL season
6. David: Avon Health: merger for $100
7. Phone to Tina: call
1. Paid N.I.A. return
2. Michael Brann (const. dir. of W.N) (08-251-4848)
   - check on contract equat. (cer.)
   - Fie other or work will be re-tended to P
   - also specify goals

3. 05/07/79
4. 05/14/79
5. 05/17/79
6. Mark Maloney; gave brief memo; talked about Cargill sampling system
7. Board Meeting
8. Interim completion of programs
9. 05/18/79
10. 05/19/79
11. 05/20/79
12. 05/21/79
13. 05/22/79
14. 05/23/79
15. 05/24/79
17. Sing with Kle.
18. Paper for Q.C.
19. All work done.
20. Left."}

21. Book to be kept.
22. CSO since 6/12. Due 10 A.M.

22. SF-Sec. at 10 for Any date, 6/12, 10, 12, 12, 12, 12.
23. IPv fix after dinner, incl. 06/12.
24. Call from Dave, 6/12.
25. Send your message, 6/12.
27. Left message for T.B., 6/12.
29. Message from T.B., 6/12.
30. Message from T.B., 6/12.
31. Message from T.B., 6/12.

22. 10 A.M. 6/12.
23. Left message for T.E., 6/12.
24. Left message for T.B., 6/12.
25. Left message for T.B., 6/12.
26. Left message for T.B., 6/12.
27. Left message for T.B., 6/12.
28. Left message for T.B., 6/12.
29. Left message for T.B., 6/12.
30. Left message for T.B., 6/12.
31. Left message for T.B., 6/12.
Week 91

1. Activity Report
   - 2. Pop & det termites
   - 3. At the 6th Annual
   - 4. Amount of termites
   - 5. Amount of termites
   - 6. 6th Annual
   - 7. Amount of termites
   - 8. Activity Report
   - 9. Activity Report
   - 10. Activity Report
   - 11. Activity Report

17. Activity Report
   - 18. Activity Report

- Bob
- Tom
- Dick
- John
- Smith
- Jones
- Williams
- Brown

- Activity Report
- Activity Report
- Activity Report
- Activity Report
- Activity Report
- Activity Report
- Activity Report
14. Called ORC front desk: could return genotype from paper
15. Call: will call Mandy Reed of ORC
- Connect to call log 200 tomorrow
- Call went to Macro (A) at General Office about the ORC problem
16. Review the ORC Review (202)
- Jeff Steg: report to see 205 (A) for 203 (B)
- 203 (B) does not require approval/consent on paper
17. Call ORC computer received 202 (A) and back from today
18. Call ORC computer received with most of the information to 203 (B)
- Discussed the ORC 202 (A) with ORC computer today
19. Jeff Steg: report to see 205 (A) for 203 (B)
- 203 (B) does not require approval/consent on paper
20. ORC computer received 202 (A) and back from today
- Jeff Steg: report to see 205 (A) for 203 (B)
- 203 (B) does not require approval/consent on paper
15 Aug 71

1. Read draft 4.
2. Mail to JRC RIC (II) for next phase. If today, call Bill for today's schedule and mail to 2110, 10:00 am
3. Note to Bill: call 2110, 10:00 am for schedule and 1200 today.
4. Continue RRC: call Bill for today's schedule
5. Continue draft: call Bill for next phase
6. Note: call Bill for today's schedule

Note: Call Bill for next phase

Note: Call Bill for today's schedule

Note: Call Bill for today's schedule

Note: Call Bill for today's schedule

Note: Call Bill for today's schedule

Note: Call Bill for today's schedule
12. 3M
15. Who could have called illegal actions to the FBI, and why?
16. How much did the\footnote{Footnote content.}
17. A. Anon. 89.
18. A. Anon. 90.
19. Anon. 91.
20. Anon. 92.
22. Anon. 94.
23. Anon. 95.
26. Anon. 98.
27. Anon. 99.
28. Anon. 100.
30. Anon. 102.
20 AUG 91
1. As per usual, activity report, copy to Rona & Joan.
2. Perform evaluations on flying and driving.
   - During the flights, the pilots probably will not
     be observed by any other pilots.
3. DEC 12, 1990 - We expect to be on an 11-day
   charter in the area.
4. Snoop on the base before.
5. CFS Activity Report.

21 AUG 91
1. Meet with FAX TC. We sent the charter
   copy to Bob & Kelly.
2. Flying out, TMA tracking for RBN today (RBN)
4. R3 TMA R2 conflicted with RBN (more)
5. Meet with RBN: R3 discuss charter. Snoop on the
   activity report.
6. Flying out, TMA R2, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
7. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2. Head to
   RBN, back to Bob, right to RBN.
8. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
9. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
10. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
11. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
12. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
13. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
14. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
15. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
16. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
17. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
18. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
19. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
20. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
21. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
22. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
23. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
24. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
25. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
26. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
27. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
28. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
29. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
30. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
31. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
32. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
33. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
34. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
35. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
36. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
37. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
38. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
39. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
40. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
41. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
42. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
43. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
44. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
45. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
46. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
47. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
48. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
49. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
50. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
51. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
52. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
53. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
54. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
55. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
56. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
57. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
58. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
59. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
60. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
61. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
62. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
63. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
64. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
65. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
66. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
67. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
68. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
69. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
70. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
71. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
72. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
73. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
74. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
75. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
76. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
77. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
78. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
79. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
80. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
81. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
82. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
83. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
84. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
85. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
86. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
87. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
88. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
89. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
90. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
91. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
92. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
93. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
94. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
95. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
96. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
97. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
98. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
99. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
100. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
101. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
102. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
103. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
104. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
105. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
106. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
107. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
108. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
109. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
110. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
111. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
112. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
113. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
114. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
115. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
116. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
117. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
118. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
119. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
120. Meet with RBN, 11-day R2, 11-day R2.
22 Aug 91
1. Under workshop trial info to Ms. [name]
2. Under info for [name]
3. Under info for [name]
4. Under info for [name]
5. Under info for [name]
6. Under info for [name]
7. Under info for [name]
8. Under info for [name]
9. Under info for [name]
10. Under info for [name]
11. Under info for [name]
12. Under info for [name]
13. Under info for [name]
14. Under info for [name]
15. Under info for [name]
16. Under info for [name]
17. Under info for [name]
18. Under info for [name]
19. Under info for [name]
20. Under info for [name]
21. Under info for [name]
22. Under info for [name]
23. Under info for [name]
24. Under info for [name]
25. Under info for [name]
26. Under info for [name]
27. Under info for [name]
28. Under info for [name]
29. Under info for [name]
30. Under info for [name]
31. Under info for [name]
32. Under info for [name]
33. Under info for [name]
34. Under info for [name]
35. Under info for [name]
36. Under info for [name]
37. Under info for [name]
38. Under info for [name]
39. Under info for [name]
40. Under info for [name]
41. Under info for [name]
42. Under info for [name]
43. Under info for [name]
44. Under info for [name]
45. Under info for [name]
46. Under info for [name]
47. Under info for [name]
48. Under info for [name]
49. Under info for [name]
50. Under info for [name]
51. Under info for [name]
52. Under info for [name]
53. Under info for [name]
54. Under info for [name]
55. Under info for [name]
56. Under info for [name]
57. Under info for [name]
58. Under info for [name]
59. Under info for [name]
60. Under info for [name]
61. Under info for [name]
62. Under info for [name]
63. Under info for [name]
64. Under info for [name]
65. Under info for [name]
66. Under info for [name]
67. Under info for [name]
68. Under info for [name]
69. Under info for [name]
70. Under info for [name]
71. Under info for [name]
72. Under info for [name]
73. Under info for [name]
74. Under info for [name]
75. Under info for [name]
76. Under info for [name]
77. Under info for [name]
78. Under info for [name]
79. Under info for [name]
80. Under info for [name]
81. Under info for [name]
82. Under info for [name]
83. Under info for [name]
84. Under info for [name]
85. Under info for [name]
86. Under info for [name]
87. Under info for [name]
88. Under info for [name]
89. Under info for [name]
90. Under info for [name]
27 MAR 91
1. Weekly activity report to Rand
2. Leave Albany to New York
3. Call 203-222-5752 to check on TMD/42 (R)
4. Call Steve (203-222-5752) to set up meeting
5. Talk to Rob about letter "clean EM"

28 MAR 91
1. Close deal/1st round
2. Phone Dr. V.
3. Cynthia Wast in Chicago
4. Kit filled to core at 05/04/91
5. Dr. V. told to take off the IV
6. HR will send EWC package so we can do final data
7. Call Wast maybe to review

31 MAR 91
1. Call Wast (203-222-5752) to check on letter
2. Phone Dr. V. for more info
3. Talk to Rob about letter
4. Phone Dr. V. for more info
5. Review WR's NH (R)
6. Write WR's letter to Rob
7. Phone Dr. V. for more info
8. Follow-up on fellowship award
9. 3-4 letters on file
10. Phone Dr. V. for more info
11. Review WR's letter
12. Phone Dr. V. for more info
13. Phone Dr. V. for more info
14. Phone Dr. V. for more info
15. Phone Dr. V. for more info
16. Phone Dr. V. for more info
17. Phone Dr. V. for more info
18. Phone Dr. V. for more info
19. Phone Dr. V. for more info
20. Phone Dr. V. for more info
21. Phone Dr. V. for more info
- what happens if don’t have 2 minimum data? I think
- is appropriate level of discharge for certain data?
- it is legal to require dischargers to develop
- free water result should be addressed as possible
- percent setting, but probably good thing
- but should be cautious in requiring much discharge
- must be 2 discharge for WQTR
- reasonable potential for violation of maximum and/or average
- if there is reasonable potential for WQTR not available: method
- M.W.: B.P. should be necessary; authority desired
- in current issue: Quanta, CWA GLYRA, sayeregulation
- O.M. (MN): reasonable potential apply to minimum
- T.K. (MN): if less than minimum data should limit
- or based on the limited data?
- M.W.: let dischargers defend on reasonable potential
- authorization (reasonable potential, not safe);
- level for minimum effect
- EPA will draft some language on reasonable potential
- and mechanism for requiring data from dischargers
- or medical and/or WQTR
- EPA has agreed to review on reasonable potential: demand
- and delay of compliance of permits limits; there
- for 3-yr delayed compliance
- O.M. (MN): 1 yr delay
- A.P. (MN): 4-yr delay
- 2.2A, 2.2B, 2.2C, 2.2D, 2.2E
- DI: 25-26 SEP 2 brief
- 15 OCT USEPA meeting
- 05-06 NOV SC meeting
- if $ > $100M, regulatory impact analysis, probably after
- proposed in FRN
- v. agri. life
- T.K. (MN): new regulation based on Clark/Richardson, staff
- (sampling sample for chlorophyll + other species or
- just 1 species) > 70%: exceed 1%
- chlorophyll is only significant
- 80% (26-35% factor)
- vi. coastal matter: fish tissues, etc.
- VII. WE (Ted - NHH)
- ii. talked to Barry about HLDC (fully identify project again)
- 29 AUG 91
- 1. Learn and deal
- 2. H.R. dedication
- 3. F.C. conference, call George, Chery 
- Betty, Mike, DPR; Sun., meeting yesterday, NEA: 30-50
- III comes: public involvement, EMAB, etc.;
- O.M. (MN): 3-yr compliance schedule; discussions would be very high level
- but manageable; just get specific
- future need, may in January 
- standard compliance
- want to apply compliance schedule until necessary
- in effect (30) clear with specific (CD)
- 4. R.L. (MN) WQTR meeting
- O.M. (MN)
1. USBA policy change: 60% of facility is not tegured by high-utilization limits

- TCSR
- Note: use 1.6 for qualitative/quantitative limit

- Copy procedure 1 inside of Section 2

- NPS+ NPS; guidance should be more explicit; may refer to Section 2.2 of procedure on NPS, regarding Co-procedures

- Delays (60% of current limits): limit applicable on page 2

- Example: rules of changes and benefits of "red tape"

- (And factors): meaning, must be applied to total

- Add 0.1 to actually balance the policy.

- 0.1 to actually be physically balanced. Due to the policy, the situation has for the ability to gain various 10% subsequent advantage.

- As an example, revenue attached to stable a system with attendant system with 70% of the system. Calculate, for example, added at 10% of procedures.

- Do not want to prohibit the ability to have

- Limits inside of TMPLA. The straight rule plus

- For example, added at 10% of procedures.

- 0.5 to add 10% to the NPS, not necessarily

- K.065 for total NPS, NPS, or 100% of NPS

- All to 1.0 and

- All to 1.0 and

- All to 1.0 and
04 SEP 71
1. check on check
2. need 1211 group meeting on 
3. sit down and start with draft for 
4. meet with 
5. ask for help from
6. 
05 SEP 71
1. 1200 appear.
2. go over to 
3. ask for help from 
4. read draft 
5. ask for help from 
6. read draft
06 SEP 71
1. meet with 1311 on 
2. meet with 
3. go over to
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. meet with 
8. meet with
1. THURSDAY:  I'm the new
- can't allow 5-year period
- TWA agreement
- 5 questions
- talk to Bob about the 5-year
- also meet Barry
- calls and calls
- calls
- talk to the MO
- talk to Barry
- talk to Bob
- talk to Bob
- talk to Barry
- talk to Barry
- talk to Barry
17 SEP 91
- Barry: I am the 70s(12)(13) comment on YORK
- Barry: Barry wants it
- Barry: Barry wants it
- Barry: Barry wants it
- Barry: Barry wants it
- Barry: Barry wants it
- Barry: Barry wants it
17 SEP 91
- Barry: Barry wants it
- Barry: Barry wants it
- Barry: Barry wants it
- Barry: Barry wants it
- Barry: Barry wants it
- Barry: Barry wants it
- Barry: Barry wants it
18 SEP 71
2. Address: letter to a State.
3. Find: letter from FBA.
4. Study option: options for closing near classification.

19 SEP 71
1. Day: travel to Maryland.
2. Address: letter to a State.
3. Find: letter from FBA.
4. Study option: options for closing near classification.

24 SEP 71
1. Call: Health: letter from FBA.
2. Address: letter to a State.
3. Find: letter from FBA.
4. Study option: options for closing near classification.

25 SEP 71
1. Contact: letter from FBA.
2. Call: Health: letter from FBA.
3. Address: letter to a State.
4. Find: letter from FBA.
5. Study option: options for closing near classification.

Week 77
1. Call: Health: letter from FBA.
2. Address: letter to a State.
3. Find: letter from FBA.
4. Study option: options for closing near classification.

25 SEP 71
1. Contact: letter from FBA.
2. Call: Health: letter from FBA.
3. Address: letter to a State.
4. Find: letter from FBA.
5. Study option: options for closing near classification.

19 SEP 71
1. Visit: Health: letter from FBA.
2. Address: letter to a State.
3. Find: letter from FBA.
4. Study option: options for closing near classification.

24 SEP 71
1. Call: Health: letter from FBA.
2. Address: letter to a State.
3. Find: letter from FBA.
4. Study option: options for closing near classification.

25 SEP 71
1. Contact: letter from FBA.
2. Call: Health: letter from FBA.
3. Address: letter to a State.
4. Find: letter from FBA.
- MONK cannot base on full assimilates intervention from TMR.
- From idea of 1st degree group, stand assimilates capacity at certain date (2 or 3 of 6 in the stand).
- R3; assumption of minimum significant, especially when large assimilate capacity.
- IEM; have to be studies for NES; Diseased species determination, &/or other studies (K5 can help, level K3).
- MONK diagnosis on automatic significance for NCE, set coordinate change to allow last required max possible treatment.
- IEM; economic gain is not panic specific; should be considered naturally, internal economic decision.
- IEM; economic gain in not base specific; should be considered naturally, internal economic decision.
- MONK; entire system must be base specific. For instance: i) economic gain in not base specific; should be considered naturally, internal economic decision.

"Plan to call E:" also special need to allow PBM, during that could be they should be removed, properly free when monitoring. From "Plan to call E:"

1. Anticyl (come or not (25 rpm))
2. Anticyl (come or not (25 rpm))

IEM; in Anticyl, di assimilates a reasonable purposes for requiring a TMR; MONK & MONK could discern assimilates capacity in a very distinctive in mon. 11. (Group) assigned to full TMR. All Report, as assuages could not address dimension in mon. 11. Group assigned to full TMR, to dimension in mon. 11. Group assigned to..
30 SEt 91

1. WP letter to CMF (February 91)  
2. more on model funds for 91

3. help show up on "defensive" in WF
4. WP on future / "model" in WF questions
5. WP EM method of 0% cut on 1/2/91 of "time"  
6. tell it may not have WP in 91; see #1; Region 19
7. WP #7 on "budget" to #4  
8. cut #6 on WES agreement
9. cut #8 on #7 agreement
10. cut #7 on budgeting  
11. WP #6 on #7 agreement
12. WP #5 on #7 agreement

28 SEt 91

1. WP letter to VP (February 91)  
2. more on 91
3. more on 91

1. WP letter to VP (February 91)  
2. more on 91
3. more on 91

1. WP letter to VP (February 91)  
2. more on 91
3. more on 91
5. Beacon Capital (112 260-1327) call: R5, may not have
    the item. First call was in July 84. The line
    (no. controlled)
    referred person connected for R5's signature
    they were looking to purchase for their business.
    The item was F3A by ConSec: $4720.
    Left message for Barry.

2 Oct 91
1. Decided to R5 the OA memo (303C(2)(8)). HAD:
    Value of $3000 R5 (good last price.)
2. Helped E7 and G7 finalize the contract.
3. Helped legitimize the contract. (Will use forms)
4. Helped get C7's invoice to C7 (pick-up at 10-8)
5. Called David, let sign FAX
6. Amended FAX: make R5 mail the invoice.
7. Called Robert M7 at 1200 R5: have letter by Friday.
8. Called to suggest R5, CO, NSF for Multi-Region
    Address.
9. Robert M7 (303C(2)(8)): continue to pay

3 Oct 91
1. Asked 1 payment to C88.
3. 7th to C? Any ideas on making contact? Nose up
    and off. Figuring out what to call on.

No.
250-758

3. Signed $10,000 line advance with inquirer, R5 (Bell)
4. A letter for the Keene
5. Call on Bell & Bell. Meet about the letter. Lots of
    items to consider for buying realtors in Kansas City.
6. 4 Oct 91
   1. Missed the Bridal Showroom. I get the C7.
   3. Talk to Pierre about Investors R5, MVR letter.
   4. Call to Jill about copying (No 6) AMRSC SC
      Mack Milner: 709 798-8100 (ERL 378)

7. FAX: Case and Squire. (203 913)
8. Call to Squire about eg of National Policy or Benefits.
   (203-529)
   FAX to Customer Rev (203-4352): confirm the

08 Oct 91

Week 97
15 OCT 91
1. AQUATL
2. TSO workshop
3. MARK letter to dividend

14 OCT 91
1. Letter to Division President
2. TSO workshop
3. Call Bob Koester
4. Betty Money's annual report by 1/10
5. Letter to HCS about award

13 OCT 91
1. Talk to (C) about TL handout
2. Talk to SSR about changes
3. Shown PM: TL handout about changesreo, we have 1st of Jan 1st of Jan
4. Accepted PM change

12 OCT 91
1. Training from 10 AM to 1 PM
2. AQUATL
3. Training from for AM to PM

11 OCT 91
1. TREE
2.двигатель
3. MAR
4. TREE

10 OCT 91
1. AQUATL
2. TSO workshop
3. MARK letter to dividend
4. Amore cal so.: cut ahead long for Park/McPherson

5. ROY

6. NAVY

7. OKC

8. until

9. Week 101:

1. Annual WRS memo for WTW

2. Plane end

3. FCR 917

4. NAPA

5. OKC memo from HQ; to Revs for distribution

22 Oct 71

5. OKC memo for WTW

23 Oct 71

1. FCR 917

2. Plane end

24 Oct 71

3. Annual WRS memo for WTW

4. Plane end

5. ROY

6. NAVY

7. OKC
25 Oct 91

1. Have ally for today
2. Read over this sentence, read the if he wants me to draft a request, I already
3. Fill out form for lane-meal meal (read text over
4. Email
5. And
6. Copy
7. Get current letter to WAT or just the WAT comment on
8. Round up all files
9. Get file
10. Get file

23 Oct 91

1. Have proposed letter and RS activity list
2. Have letter sent over in case
3. Place both for meeting next week
4. Talk to WAT about sending
5. Have letter written
6. Email

Week 102

1. Have letter written
2. Have letter written
3. Place both for meeting next week
4. Have letter written
5. Email
6. Email
7. Place file
8. Email
9. Email
10. Email
11. Email
12. Email
13. Email
14. Email
30 Oct 71

1. 1st to 5th, about MW cell; use Bible verses
2. From Dr. Christopher's book - Anderson: McKnight
3. Letter from Mr. Cohen, dated 12/14/71 (confidential)
4. UDA on Char. 7: Streams ahead of the tide - part
5. Emperor's - Old Testament
6. 1st Emperor (77-78) leading to Charlemagne (774-80); further rear
7. 1st will lead: Jehu (793)
8. 2nd will lead: Jehu (815)
9. 3rd will lead: Philip (106)
10. 4th will lead: Philip (106)
11. 5th will lead: Philip (106)
12. 6th will lead: Philip (106)

- Bible comment: A program plan: Miller cited the
- All procedures & policies; need of courage that
- Will be done; justification system under 349.01;
- Be repeated in addition: paintings of the 7th;
- Intense - Daniel (Daniel)
- Low...evangel & report (John 3:16)
- Will end up; no reason to back

- Any further comments on UDA; they will
- ENSO on personal relations; their bone
- Mother to get in the middle; we do
- Second round charges
- Medical project; director organization that
- Responsibilities
- Medical: 3-4 weeks; MW, 5-6 weeks
- MW, 7-8 weeks; MW, 9-10 weeks
- MW, 11-12 weeks; MW

- This means: Luke's vision ORW; Luke began
- With the mad three times once. A good medicine; still should be studied
- Furthermore, no matter to care to meetings;
1. May 1971
2. AQUAFIL
3. 174G-193C (C)
4. Wooden stick in N1 into upper cell
5. 250 V, 500 A, 240 V, 500 A, 250 V, 500 A, 120 V, 500 A
6. Fung Min had morning w/o nit. in last week
7. Chain: World summit before 9th June- go over 1971
8. Fung Min to return
9. Video of bull, horse, gong, incense, incense
10. New TV antenna A/B/C/D
11. Friday will be off 5 (254) for Mon 5
13. For the next two weeks, we have been working on a new project. It is a major change. We made plans to meet on the 2nd and 4th of the month. We will start working on it next week.
15. 16th: Full paper due for Martin Martin. Please make sure it is ready.
16. New schedule: 11/10/71: Talk to the only change in
17. #10 EVE: 103
18. 800 IR 
19. 04/11/71
20. five days ago
21. Five days ago
A 3-millimeter request was received. NH4 was added to the
as reported on certain donors; however, considerably
shriek reported.
FALI at 20°C of native NH4 was lowered compared
at 12°C.
A.0.2 FALI at 20°C was observed. 0.12 to 0.52 FALI
was observed. A.0.2 FALI was the most sensitive
conclusion: Act FALI similar to natural FALI provided
for control. 0.52 FALI may be too sensitive
for many water. 0.03 to 0.05 NH4 was most sensitive
for water tests, but again for metric limits. FALI at 12°C may be tested by water testing
until chlorine is used as a reactive oxygen agent
for cleaning.

Sample: NH4 addition to water in replicate high all the
range up to 9.0. sheets had 6% as indicated to
struggle systems.

4. Soil that had been added ammonium in support
of act. Also added for Cu, H, Po
- Low act. rate 7.4-10°C
- Allowable by 44% recovery for 50% of samples,
- Preparation for act. reaction, not added or trace for 46% of samples,
- Additional data from act. reaction of 77% of samples,
- Data act. reaction.

Half results: 1.2% on the water: a 5X mixture of FALI
enriched 17% (not suggested). Iodide; 0.2 mg/l and
phosphate: 5-20 ppm.
1. Also add a number of other phases in water quality issues family, back transformation.

2. Limitations on TEPs in setting standards: need for flexibility; affected communities; case law.

3. Need to add more to TEPs: all those regulate organisms, nontarget organism, etc.

4. Ratio of one organism to one TEP.


6. Effect of all organisms on phytoplankton affecting on the toxicity of contaminant of organic production, etc.

7. Take a look at DRE (dissolved reactive garlic).


10. Acidic conditions and the effects of organic toxins.

11. The effects of one organism to the system.

12. By in paper, all effects, gaps, etc., until it.

13. Environmental goals will not limit due to other issues.


15. Partially based on minuteness criteria: after, final, etc.

16. False practice can cause problems.

17. The importance of the following: fundamental cause, etc.

18. Do not add a number of other phases in water quality issues family, back transformation.

19. Conclusion: If no negative, environmental quality should be identified.

20. The role of the TEPs should be carefully defined.

05. Nov. 91: SETAC

1. Environmental clearance in Europe:

2. Petition on Roland no change in European clearance

3. Wages only Europe, capital.

4. High mortality ratio: compared to West Europe of post exposure.

5. Surface water in wet for industrial use (Europe).

6. 75? 17-9, 17 days post exposure.

7. High-temperature impact in West Europe of post exposure.

8. High mortality ratio: compared to West Europe (post-exposure).

9. Surface water in wet for industrial use (Europe).

10. 75? 17-9, 17 days post exposure.

11. High-temperature impact in West Europe of post-exposure.


15. Evaluation of European environmental impact in Scotland.


17. Evaluation of European environmental impact in Scotland.


45. The catology of bird stuff from Great Lake 2006

- The catology is not very good, which results in
- little knowledge about the species. For example, in 1948, the tall
- morphological classification of birds included:
- 1. Mallard
- 2. Coot
- 3. Bible
- 4. Eider
- 5. Shelduck
- 6. Scoter
- 7. Dove
- 8. Pigeon
- 9. Dove

65. Some notes on bird observations are:
- Observations were made by
- Walking through the area
- Counting the birds
- Noting the behavior
- Observations were made over 10 days in 1948.
- The results were:
- 1. Mallard
- 2. Coot
- 3. Bible
- 4. Eider
- 5. Shelduck
- 6. Scoter
- 7. Dove
- 8. Pigeon
- 9. Dove

85. Summary of the observations:
- The total number of birds was
- 1. Mallard
- 2. Coot
- 3. Bible
- 4. Eider
- 5. Shelduck
- 6. Scoter
- 7. Dove
- 8. Pigeon
- 9. Dove

Birds were observed in the following categories:
- 1. Mallard
- 2. Coot
- 3. Bible
- 4. Eider
- 5. Shelduck
- 6. Scoter
- 7. Dove
- 8. Pigeon
- 9. Dove

Overall, the observations were:
- 1. Mallard
- 2. Coot
- 3. Bible
- 4. Eider
- 5. Shelduck
- 6. Scoter
- 7. Dove
- 8. Pigeon
- 9. Dove

Concerns about the detection of birds:
- 1. Mallard
- 2. Coot
- 3. Bible
- 4. Eider
- 5. Shelduck
- 6. Scoter
- 7. Dove
- 8. Pigeon
- 9. Dove

The conclusion is that:
- Mallard
- Coot
- Bible
- Eider
- Shelduck
- Scoter
- Dove
- Pigeon
- Dove

Note: The handwriting is unclear, and the text is difficult to read.
D. EMAP III

1. Ecosystem Indicators: What Are They? What Are They for? What Are They Meant To Do?
   - Increased biological diversity
   - Ecosystem health
   - Ecosystem function

2. The Quest for Ecological Integrity
   - Measuring and Monitoring Ecosystem Integrity

3. The Techniques: A Brief Overview
   - Methods
   - Data Collection
   - Analysis

4. The Results
   - Regional Differences
   - Trends over Time

5. The Implications
   - Policy Implications

SETAC

1. Decision-Making: A View of Reality
   - Scarcity of resources
   - Understanding the impact of decisions

2. The Risk Assessment Triangle
   - Hazard
   - Exposure
   - Sensitivity

3. The Need for Better Communication
   - Intergovernmental collaboration
   - Public awareness

4. The Role of Scientific Advice
   - Evidence-based decision-making

5. The Challenges of Risk Assessment
   - Uncertainty
   - Complexity

6. The Importance of Stakeholder Involvement
   - Collaboration
   - Transparency

7. The Future of Risk Assessment
   - Evolution
   - Advancements

8. The Need for Sustainable Development
   - Balance between economic growth and environmental protection

9. The Role of Policy
   - Implementing frameworks
   - Monitoring and Evaluation

10. The Importance of Education
    - Awareness
    - Training

11. The Role of Technology
    - Innovation
    - Efficiency
A.3. Environmental Ethics in Ecology Based

- Ecological philosophy
- Traditional ecological knowledge
- Natural resource management
- Sustainability in practice

1. Political Science
2. Environmental Ethics
3. Philosophy
4. Aldo Leopold (1933-1940)
5. Environmental Justice

6. To determine what attitudes and practices are consistent with the ethics of Environmental Policy.

7. The ethics of Environmental Policy:
   - Long-term versus short-term
   - Adverse effects to society
   - Common to all societies
   - Difficult to change
   - Resilience and sustainability

8. Common wisdom: Profit = Progress = Consensus
9. Common sense: Veneer of democracy
10. Common sense: Large problems! No practical solutions by others, if any.
11. Long-term considerations
   - Depend on sympathetic understanding
   - Impractical and impractical: profitability
   - Assad's Ennemis

5. Because Ethics are Environmental Knowledge:
   - Our reactions to changes important.
   - World must be sustainable, sound, not policy.

- Most are setting example in their use of industrial waste; concern for nature capital; what is given to the poor; one hundred years, threat to human health.
- The World Agenda is for us to think about: the health of all; why systems discourse have great power.
- Fear must be translated to people to dimension the need to think (results of Matthew, Matthew, Matthew, etc.)
- Must direct to public, in effect, public awareness.
- The ethics of Environmental Policy:
   - Need for assessment: Some resources are not measured; others are not.

- In ethics, good bond: physical assessment contrasted.
- What is actually caused by humans: $10^{-1} = 10$ weeks, 6 minutes in time, 4 cigarettes, 2 days in NY.
- Overall, people and health.
- The ethics of environmental assessment: No decisions are made without assessment. It is possible to assess risk.

- Most are recognizing an ethic influence lead until
- Fighting Ridley Trace
- T. R. G. is the person lead to be now.
- Top priorities: husbandry, many early the change, the change, not environmental matters; facts, one hundred years, one hundred years, one hundred years, sound's reaction, not practical.
- Many resources must be recognized practically.
- Many resources must be recognized practically. It is possible to assess risk.

- Learning and training are essential in practical...
- Negotiation: internal OSFA discussion proposed to start goal journey changes due to AOE. Further internal discussions continue, include the following:
  - Establish good source of help for AE, to G and AOE, were still sending AE.

7. An 891
- Response letter to batch parent, made clear about new communication (85); form letters used.
- Attachment to the letter was added, 85.80; destroyed. The letter was not of much use, could not receive new contact or something. OSFA well.
- NPS communication: no budget for PCL - few people involved - extra money needed. 85.80 about 1700.
- ANP conference: Larry and George, plan to staff only. 85.80.
- Conference confusion, 405.8.27.

8. Paul Barnes of the Human Resources office will
- Communicate changes to the office for posting a forecast. Call Ken P. to confirm. Need to get updates from HR and DF.
- NEWS: Perth will likely support Bill. Ralph indicated CA plan '73, later same shift.
- Weekly update to Ken: 85.80.
- 7.8.51: Call from DFC and PCL. A few about 500.
- 7.8.51: Call from DFC and PCL. A few about 500.
- 7.8.51: Call from DFC and PCL. A few about 500.
- 7.8.51: Call from DFC and PCL. A few about 500.
BKN 71

1. read the literature on MR policy proposal
2. 
3. OK, report to me in 40% finalized without this
   - we have too much of this
   - what I mean is that the name is not
   - 10% of the 100% must be 90% so determine what we want
   - the moment this happens. The name is not final
   - this is not final
4. OK, let's go by the plan.
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14.
15 Nov 1:
- Ghan: deleted last item.奔 ANY one agree
- 30-90-100-70-57 has been discussed

19 Nov 1: Tony Corp.
- Clear and 20 mm
- Clear saw
- Write plans
- Notice: new
- Write plans
- What is revision 1?Discussion about the history of the letter
- E0: Rule 6-57-15, may or may not. Rule E0 is
- Write from clean to system, across from him to the book
- Let's see in the book (M2), show draft now
- Write counts from the notes you agree with, and then your
- Brief: How likely to oppose Rule 57 anyway? People should highlight with pen
- Mail: JCP/E0, 16C, E0: 
- Close books
- Discussion by tomorrow to propose Rule 57
- Rules from 1-57, last page 57 (Mr. Morin)
- Rules from 1-57, last page 57 (Mr. Morin)
- Make sure to write down
- 10-70 form and notes
- 1500-3000-1000-70-57 (Mr. Martin)
- 10-90-100-70-57 has been discussed
- The list of rules is now complete
- 10-70 form and notes
- 70-57-15, may or may not.
- 10-200 1-57, last page
- 10-70 form and notes
- 1500-3000-1000-70-57 (Mr. Martin)
- Regarding file access needed (E0)
- 10-70 form and notes
- 1500-3000-1000-70-57 (Mr. Martin)
- 10-70 form and notes
- 1500-3000-1000-70-57 (Mr. Martin)
9. Notices: Baldwin - Deft massage
   - Report date: 21 FEB
   - Manager: Mr. Jones

10. Notice: WRT equipment - FRC submitted
    - Request: Review Date: 15 Feb
    - Action: Submit

11. Notice: All employees - FRC submitted
    - Action: Review

12. Notice: All employees - FRC submitted
    - Action: Review

13. Notice: WFRC - submitted
    - Action: Review

    - Action: Review

15. Notice: WFRC - submitted
    - Action: Review

    - Action: Review

17. Notice: WFRC - submitted
    - Action: Review

18. Notice: WFRC - submitted
    - Action: Review

19. Notice: WFRC - submitted
    - Action: Review

20. Notice: WFRC - submitted
    - Action: Review

    - Action: Review

22. Notice: WFRC - submitted
    - Action: Review

23. Notice: WFRC - submitted
    - Action: Review

24. Notice: WFRC - submitted
    - Action: Review

25. Notice: WFRC - submitted
    - Action: Review

WEEK 10C

- Introducing first batch of plot
- Introducing final batch of plot
- Introducing final batch of plot
- Introducing final batch of plot
- Introducing final batch of plot
- Introducing final batch of plot
- Introducing final batch of plot
- Introducing final batch of plot
- Introducing final batch of plot
- Introducing final batch of plot
26 Nov 91
1. Legal farewell luncheon
2. Left and went home
3. Work

27 Nov 91
1. Work
2. Conf call with Rich & David: Call on 10c vast for 1st by 9am on 2/4
   - will accept that account; want to study
   - figure out bonuses received on basic
   - need 200k; probably will get 200k; call
   - client from 10am to 12pm on 2/3

2. Left my friends for dinner & E.A. & Pam about 5:45; went to SB for work

3. Work
4. Review of meeting plan
5. Finish new notice
6. Call to Rich & David: клиент needs proposal for work
   - will call him on 2/2
7. Work
8. Work

7 Dec 91
1. met with黎明: meeting to talk to Bill Perrella
2. got home
3. got message
4. Rich &黎明: Letter from Mr. Hammond re: work not being received
5. did phone messages
   - Open jacket. dear more contributors; list of people in night
   - John J. weak; (R2, R3, R4, R5, R2, R3, R1, R4, R5)
   - told more will come soon
   - Whoever called left tape: Big Hines (R5 or ORR)
   - Stuart L. (R1, R2, R3), L. M. (R1, R2, R3)
   - Tom Hamilton (R1, R2, R3)
   - Richard W. (R1, R2, R3)
   - was called (H1) 2/10

2. Left at 7:45, got to office on midday. 7:50 the rest
   - a great man - more to point
   - was called: Benjamin
   - talk to Rich & David: klient needs work
   - got mail for 1/27 & 1/28
   - got call from Rich & David to pick up mail
   - got call from Richard W. (R1, R2, R3)

3. Work
4. Work
5. Work
6. Work
7. Work
8. Work
9. Work
10. Work
11. Work
12. Work
13. Work
14. Work
15. Work
16. Work
17. Work
18. Work
19. Work
20. Work
21. Work
22. Work
23. Work
24. Work
25. Work
26. Work
27. Work
28. Work
29. Work
30. Work
31. Work
04 DEC 91
1. Phone to JWB, no longer outgoing.
2. Talk to Cathy about CT (602-952) about
  literature review.
3. Call Cathy tomorrow.
4. Read Pfaff's 10.
5. Talk to Rob.
6. Talk to long distance: need to prepare
  complete presentation - 70 days until final; had
  talk (5/25).
7. CHAI program: after NWS approved study; pull
   on 10 DEC 91

05 DEC 91: CHAI: S.C.
1. NWS TMER approved: disagree in O1H, NWS.
2. NWS/MN ME generally have little difference in the
   proposed; 25%-75% flow, 100% flow for site
   operations; NWS/contradiction.
3. Details, Coord. to further coordination.
4. Original project.
5. Talk to EMR.
6. Talk to Pat.
7. Talk to Pat.
8. Talk to Pat.

06 DEC 91: CHAI: S.C.
1. NWS TMER approved: disagree in O1H, NWS.
2. NWS/MN ME generally have little difference in the
   proposed; 25%-75% flow, 100% flow for site
   operations; NWS/contradiction.
3. Details, Coord. to further coordination.
07 Dec 91

1. meet with person X for
2. review L4M format from Chartis; copy file (RES)
3. brief plan
4. Cally's pickup package
5. FAX: WR to Maggie Re. (Dene Debak &
   Kt Pellerin and flow)
   - also left message for Mike Kline (RES)
   - Maggie Re. met with C.D. (Dene Debak &

08 Dec 91

1. R23
2. copy L4M software, modify macros, copy files
   - make a copy
3. look through L4M info, copy files, make calculations
   IN at morning (MT private hand on WP)
   - test Bob's know
5. Maggie Re. phone: Bob DePuy & Maggie Re. focus
   to prepare (Ref 5-3) should be in
   11 days. It does not mean move action or call
   to focus on stopping or deferring competition
   - focus on staying on
6. will meet: question about American Cares & FTTA
   - C. (Sparks: Business Task) (410-290-5721)

10 Dec 91

1. call regarding B & A (RES)
2. call regarding B & A (RES)
3. call regarding B & A (RES)
4. call regarding B & A (RES)
- White Superior not to meet regularly
- Judge of the House Bill must pass
- IMR for approval (OFF + Administration)
- maybe possible to fix in adjutant program
- if hammer not significant, the delegation may not be passed; otherwise far to lead debate
- process remains as usual
- if IMR pass, they must kick up in law for lawyers only possibility will come to an agreement in an agreement of
- delegate adjutant to program here
- probably of IMR correct, passage anyway, probably passed approval in an agreement

8. Mr. Long's points
- William Craven (IM) implemented into large changes (provisions) on the OH MS Board
- Mr. Davis: issue, issue
- Mr. Feldman: issue, issue
- Michael: issue, issue (Washington)
- David: issue, issue
- Tom: issue, issue
- John: issue, issue
- Marc: issue, issue
- Bob: issue, issue
- Mr. Kammer: issue, issue
- Jeff: issue, issue
- Tom: issue, issue
- Doug: issue, issue
- Jim: issue, issue
- MI standards

9. Mr. Long: issue, issue
10. Issue: issue, issue

13. DEC 9
- Notes: issue, issue
- Christine party
- Final Harold
17 Dec 91

1. Phone message
2. 30th mid.
3. P.M.
4. "Hey Bob, here's another one." "Hey, blackie!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
5. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
6. "Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
7. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
8. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
9. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
10. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
11. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
12. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
13. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
14. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
15. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
16. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
17. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
18. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
19. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
20. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
21. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
22. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
23. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
24. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
25. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
26. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
27. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
28. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
29. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
30. "Hi, Hey, Hey!" - Damn, you're good! - Damn, you're good again! - Damn, you're good. - Damn, you're good.
1. DHM will keep me in the loop on any further developments.
2. OMR meeting today. DHM will attend.
3. PRSD and I will meet to discuss further.
4. DHM will attend the meeting with PRSD.
5. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
6. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
7. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
8. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
9. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
10. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
11. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
12. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
13. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
14. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
15. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
16. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
17. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
18. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
19. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
20. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
21. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
22. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
23. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
24. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
25. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
26. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
27. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
28. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
29. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
30. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
31. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
32. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
33. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
34. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
35. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
36. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
37. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
38. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
39. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
40. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
41. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
42. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
43. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
44. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
45. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
46. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
47. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
48. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
49. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
50. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
51. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
52. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
53. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
54. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
55. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
56. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
57. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
58. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
59. DHM will provide any necessary updates.
60. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
61. DHM will attend any necessary meetings.
62. OMR will provide any necessary updates.
23 DEC 91
1. Look through FRESA materials from for
2. Go to Bell (19:4F) called for assistance
3. Fly to Bums Project housing review going
4. Lunch with the Department of Housing Review going
5. NSF conference calls with Beers & Whelan
   - Several responses to contact on coordinator (abstract & NSF)
   - Draft of contract principle: outlined shape
   - Call for bids response (cost G)
   - Several of the on submits submitted
   - Call for conferences today
   - Never assigned today

24 DEC 91
Vocational
25 DEC 91
Vacation

WEEK 110
WEEK 111
WEEK 112
WEEK 113